Annual 'ACTIVE' Fundraiser

Next Friday, the children will be taking part in our annual sponsored event (Calshot Insanity!) more details to follow on Monday..........but weekend training may be necessary!!!

Spectacular Summer Fayre

I would like to take this opportunity to thank Friends of Calshot for organising an extremely successful Summer Fayre. We were blessed with fantastic weather and the event was jam packed with excellent attractions. I would also like to thank all the family members and children who came along and joined in with the wonderful atmosphere.

What a great day! In total, the event raised £1967.00, which is phenomenal!!!

Assembly Committee

Yesteray, the Assembly Committee did an assembly for KS1. It was about keeping your word and we focused on telling the truth. It was our best assembly and Neah and Ridwan told the story of 'The Boy Who Cried Wolf'. I asked Gurkirath a few questions and the children had to decide if he was telling the truth or not. Elizabeth led the assembly and Gurkirath finished it with a lovely prayer. We also got a treat at the end from Mr Simner!' - Regan (6C) and Neah (4H)

An Important Message for Year 2 Parents

As you are aware, at the moment all children in Reception, Year 1 and Year 2 get a free school dinner which is paid for by the government. Please note that when children move into KS2 (Years 3 to 6) this is no longer the case. From September, dinners will cost £2.40 per day (£12.00) for the week. If you think that you may be entitled to free school meals, please visit https://www.cloudforedu.org.uk/ofsm/birmingham/ and complete the appropriate online form to discover if this is the case. It only takes a few minutes to complete and it will tell you if you are eligible instantly.
Year 4 – West Midland Safari Park

'I was so excited when we got there. We saw lots of animals and there were brown, beautiful camels. Plus, there were giraffes that were very tall. In addition, we went to the bat cave. I was by Mrs Waring and I said it is like playing splat! We stroked an animal and it was as soft as a fluffy pillow and it was so cute. We saw an African village and it was small.' – Leah (4M)

'On Thursday, we went to the safari park. My favourite part was the dinosaur section because there were ginormous dinosaurs. Unfortunately, we were not allowed to touch the dinosaurs. Also, there was a giant, long python in the reptile centre and an alligator there. We had an amazing time.' – Jack (4H)

Reception – Language Alive

'We went to a faraway island and we were so excited. We saw sharks, crocodiles and a snake.' – Sai (Wrens)

'We had to help Little Ted get to sleep. We went to Adventure Island and we were brave and strong and clever. Then we had to lie down and the stars came out.'

- Jack (Sparrows)

'I liked it when Little kept waking up and jumping on Big’s head. It was so funny. I saw a mermaid too and I helped Big to cross the road.' – Gracie (Wrens)

'I liked Little Ted. We went to Adventure Island. We found a treasure chest. There was a snake, but we were brave and strong and clever.' – Callum (Sparrows)

Shape Up For Summer!

‘£1 Fit Camp on Monday evenings at 6:30pm. Also, personal training in Turnberry Park, get in touch for prices and to book a time (group camp and children welcome). Please contact me for more information on 07904 958829 facebook.com/jactayfitness'

- Jackie Taylor

DISCLAIMER: As a school we can advertise local community events, but we take no responsibility for the quality of the provision.

School Fund

This week £29.00 was collected in School Fund. May I take this opportunity to thank all the parents who have paid, some of whom have paid for the whole half term, as this means we can buy those ‘extra’ things for the children.

W.Simner

(Head Teacher)